Abstract-An algorithm based on Model Distance (MD) for spectral speaker clustering is proposed to deal with the shortcoming of general spectral clustering algorithm in describing the distribution of signal source. First, an Universal Background Model (UBM) is created with a large quantity of independent speakers; Then, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is trained from the UBM for every speech segment; At last, the probability distance between the GMM of every speech segment is used to build affinity matrix, and speaker spectral clustering is done on the affinity matrix. Experimental results based on news and conference data sets show that an average of 6.38% improvements in F measure is obtained in comparison with algorithm based on the feature vector distance. In addition, the proposed algorithm is 11.72 times faster.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the streaming technology, the breakthrough in broadband transmission bottleneck and the increasing amount of media information, audio-video document (for example meeting audio-video, TV and movie audio-video, talk speech and broadcast audio), which is one of main media contents, is rapidly increasing [1] [2] [3] [4] . How to organize, browse and retrieve the audio document effectively has been one urgent problem in media retrieval fields for researchers. Speaker clustering is an effective tool that can alleviate the amount of speech document management tasks [5] [6] . Speaker clustering can group similar audio utterance together and attribute it to the same speaker in audio document by some distance measure and clustering scheme in the unsupervised condition [7] .
Spectral clustering has been used in speaker clustering in recent years and has been proved to have better effect than hierarchical clustering [8] [9] . It is because hierarchical clustering is a greedy search method, which can produce suboptimal solution and it has high computation complexity, however, spectral clustering can obtain a global optimal solution and its computation complexity is relatively lower. Spectral clustering is an algorithm based on graph theory [10] [11] , which translates clustering problem into multi way partitioning problem without direction graph. There are many concrete realization algorithms for it, for example, PF, SM, SLH, NJW, MS and so on [12] , thereinto, NJW is one of the most widely used algorithms, spectral clustering that is used in this paper is on the base of NJW [13] .
The main steps of speaker clustering using spectral clustering is as following: 1). Calculate the distance of two speech segments feature vector frame by frame, then calculate the similarity of the two speech segments by Gaussian kernel function based on the distance.
2). Construct affinity matrix of spectral clustering based on similarity.
3). Construct Laplace matrix by using affinity matrix, then decompose feature, construct feature vector space by using feature vector corresponding to the former k eigenvalues. 4) . Cluster for all the feature vector of speech samples center the feature vector in the space using k-means and some classic clustering algorithms to realize speaker clustering.
Affinity matrix of this clustering algorithm is constructed by feature vector distance of every speech segments. Speaker clustering takes into account the differences of the spatial distribution of source. The essence of speaker clustering based on feature vector distance is using the distance of samples to measure the similarity of every kinds, which is not enough to describe the differences of spatial distribution of source. And feature vector only can depict some characters of speech from the point of the single feature, which contains not only semantic content information but also speaker information and semantic content information is more than speaker information, so it is not enough to judge speaker similarity only using the distance of two speech segments [14] . In order to overcome the above mentioned problems of speaker clustering based on feature distance, a speaker clustering algorithm that is using model distance to construct affinity matrix is presented in this paper. It employs every speech segment for clustering according to MAP (Maximum A Posteriori), obtains GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) of every speech segment for clustering adaptively, then constructs affinity matrix of spectral clustering by calculating probability distance based on a finite observation sequence model. GMM-UBM (Gaussian Mixture Model -Universal Background Model) is used in this paper can describe the speakers' differences from the point of statistics adequately, GMM-UBM can produce more precise model expression under the condition of a small voice training set, which has better robustness [15] [16] . Probability distance based on a finite observation sequence model in this paper considers not only the models differences but also samples, and it can overcome the shortcoming of model description that is not accurate enough under the condition of the relative short length of speech segment. At last, experimental results based on many different experimental data sets show that an average improvements of 6.38% in F measure is obtained in comparison with traditional algorithm. In addition, the proposed algorithm is 11.72 times faster.
II. ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION
Speaker clustering based on model distance, which is presented in this paper mainly modifies the construction of the affinity matrix. It employs every speech segment for clustering according to MAP, and obtains UBM of every speech segment for clustering adaptively, then constructs affinity matrix of spectral clustering by calculating probability distance based on a finite observation sequence model, to cluster speakers for speech segments.
A. Introduction of Speaker Spectral Clustering based on Feature Distance
Most of the current speaker spectral clustering methods use feature distances between frames of speech segments to construct affinity matrix. The algorithm of speaker spectral clustering based on feature distance is as follows [8] and k is gotten by the method of eigen gap [8] .
6). Normalize the row vector of matrix V to obtain
. Let every row of matrix U be a point of k R space, for the points, use k-means or other methods to cluster to obtain k kinds. 8). If and only if the i-th row is divided into type j, speech segment i S will be divided into type j . From the above description, we can see that the algorithm mainly measures the similarity of every kinds by the distances of samples, however, speaker clustering mainly considers the differences of the spatial distribution of source. Feature vector only portrays some characters of speech from the point of single feature, comparatively speaking, it is more unilateral. It also calculates the feature vector distances of every speech segments, whose calculation is too huge.
B. Speaker Clustering based on Model Distance
The primary differences between the proposed algorithm and traditional algorithm is the calculation of affinity matrix, the proposed algorithm employs every speech segment for clustering according to MAP, obtains GMM of every speech segment for clustering adaptively, then constructs affinity matrix of spectral clustering by calculating probability distance based on finite observation sequence model.
There are three advantages of the proposed algorithm: 1). The probabilistic distance calculates the similarity of every GMM-UBM which is using model based on finite observation sequence can describe the differences of the spatial distribution of source. It can not only measure the similarity of two models but also join the different information of speech sequence.
2). GMM-UBM can describe the differences between speakers from the point of statistics and it can generate more sophisticated model description under a less speech training set, which has better robustness [15] [16] .
3). The proposed algorithm's computation is appreciably lower than speaker spectral clustering.
The calculation method of affinity matrix based on GMM-UBM-MAP model distance, which is as follows: 1). Use plenty of speech of different speakers to train a UBM off-line.
2). Supposing (4) is asymmetrical, the definition of symmetric probabilistic distance formula is:
4). The probabilistic distance which is a model between every GMM acts as the distance ( , )
. Use formula (6) to calculate the every element of affinity matrix A. 
 

C. Algorithm Computation Complexity
The differences between the proposed algorithm and speaker spectral clustering algorithm based on feature distance is the method of calculation affinity matrix A. Supposing the two algorithms employ the same feature, the differences of their computation is mainly in the distance computation between every speech segment. We analyze the computational complexities of two distance measures by taking the computation of distance between two speech segments as an example.
Supposing feature matrix of two speech segments 1 S and 2 S are N are the frame number of every speech segment, and D is feature dimension. According to formula (1) to calculate feature distance of two speech segments, calculation Euclidean distance of two feature vectors 1 C and 2 C frame by frame firstly. The Euclidean distance between i-th frame of 1 C and j-th frame of 2 C is:
According to formula (9), the Euclidean distance computation of i-th frame of 1 C and j-th frame of 2 C is D times scalar subtraction, D-1 times scalar addition, D times scalar multiplication, and one time scalar evolution. The Euclidean distance matrix computation between 1 C and 2 C needs 12 NN  times Euclidean distance between frame and frame, that is NN  times scalar evolution. Then, according to formula (1), under the premise of Euclidean distance formula E, it also need 12 1 NN  times scalar addition, three times scalar division, and 12 NN  times taking the minimum value to calculate feature distance of two speech segments.
In summary, the computation feature distance of two speech segments in formula (1) A speech segment usually has over 2s length, according to sample rate 16KHz, frame length 32ms and frame shift 16ms to calculate, a speech segment contains 124 frames at least, so the computation of feature vector distance of every speech segment is more than computation of model distance of every speech segment.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Data and Set Up
Refer to the data types of speech diarization (SD) evaluating, Xin Wen Lian Bo (XWLB) and meeting speech are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. These two speech data are very typical data in current speaker analysis and have different characters. It can get a more comprehensive evaluation for spectral clustering algorithm based on model distance by employing them as test datas. All the above mentioned data is sampled at 16KHz, 16bits, saved as mono channel wav format. There are seven speech segments of XWLB totally, the length of which varies from 1656s to 1803s, the number of speakers varies from 10 to 18, the rein to, the frequency of occurrence of anchorman, anchorwoman, male recording and female recording are higher, however, the other speakers, for example, interviewee and reporter only appear once or twice and the time length is too short.
XWLB represents the inhomogeneous typical case of speaker speech sample distribution. There are eight meeting speech segments, the length of which vary from 1505s to 2420s, the number of speakers in which vary from 4 to 10. There are little differences for the guest speaking times in the meeting speech, because anchorperson is in charge of the conference, the speaking times is relatively more, some questioners only appear once or twice, but the number of questioners is usually from 2 to 5, so the appearance times of every speaker in meetings are relatively more balanced and speaking time length for each time is longer. Meeting speech represents the more homogeneous scene of speaker speech sample. Figure 1 and 2 represent the speaker frequency distribution statistics in XWLB speech and meeting speech. Taking the leftmost column in Figure 1 for example, it means that the frequency of speakers who appear only once in XWLB is 42%. From figure 1 and 2 , it is observed that the number of speakers who appears only once is more and distribution of speech sample is very uneven in XWLB, however, the number of occurrences of every speaker in meeting speech is more balance. Table I gives the primary information of experimental data, which contains speaker times (ns), the longest length of speech segment (l max ), the total speech segments (# ss ), the segment number with the length of speech varying from 0 to 10s (# ss0-10 ), the segment number with the length of speech varying from 10s to 20s (# ss10-20 ), the segment number with the length of speech varying from 20s to 30s (# ss20-30 ), the segment number with the length of speech above 30s (# ss30 ) and the average length of every segment speech (l avg ). The experimental platform used is Intel(R)Core(TM)2 Duo CPU P8400 2.26GHz, 3 GB RAM, Windows XP operation system, program software Visual Studio 2008. Speaker segment is used for every speech file by the manual annotation, then every speech segment is framed and extracted 24 dimensions MFCC feature, the time length of which is 32ms and the frame length is 16ms. After extracting feature, affinity matrix is constructed based in feature vector distance and spectral clustering method of construction affinity matrix based on model distance is clustered, respectively. The experimental results of the two methods are compared finally. The UBM of clustering using model distance clustering method is trained by 16 GMMs offline and the training speech is 300 different speakers who are from 863 speech libraries and the time length of every speaker is 3s.The mixture number of GMM of every speech segment for clustering adaptively is 16.
B. Evaluation Index
Evaluation index of speaker clustering are mainly average cluster purity (ACP) and average speaker purity (ASP) [18] . s N stands for the total number of speaker, c N stands for the total sort number, ij n stands for all speech frames spoken by j-th speaker in i-th sort, the definition of ACP is as follows:
The definition of ASP is as follows:
Finally, F is used as the overall performance evaluation index and the definition is as follows: Table II and Table III give speaker confusion based on model distance spectral clustering in a audio file of XWLB and meeting speech, respectively, the column stands for real speakers, the row stands for speaker speech clustered. There is only a speaker in a sort, the ACP of the sort is 100%, the more people in a sort, the less ACP. When all the speech of a speaker is clustered in a sort, the ASP of the speaker is 100%, when the speech of a speaker is clustered into more sorts, the ASP of speaker less. The most ideal clustering effect is that the sort is the same as speaker number, every speaker is only assigned to a sort and there is only a speaker in a sort.
C. Experimental Result and Analysisi
It is observed that: speaker G and I are both clustered 0-th sort, speaker H, J and speaker A whose lengths are very short are all clustered 7-th sort, speaker E and B are clustered 2-nd sort, speaker F and C are clustered 3-rd sort.
From table II, we can see that the speech lengths of speaker E, F, G, H, I, J are relatively shorter, and it is easy to make mistake in the construction of GMM, so it is ease confusion in the clustering.
From table III, it can be seen that speaker B, D and speaker A whose lengths are shorter are clustered into 1-st sort, confusion is more serious. It is found that speaker B and D are both male by using human's ear to hear their corresponding audio, and the speed and pronunciation of speaking are both very similar, it is difficult to distinguish.
The traditional algorithm and the proposed algorithm are respectively test, and the results are listed in table IV and V. The tables give the relevant information of speech length len, speaker number #sp, clustering sort number #cl, average speech processing time every second.
From table IV, we can know that, ACP, ASP and F using the proposed algorithm to cluster for XWLB speech are 86.25%, 90.62% and 88.08%, respectively, the average cost time of speech whose length is one second is 0.55s, compared with the traditional algorithm, F improves 4.46%, runspeed is 11.72 times faster than latter.
From table V, it can be seen that, ACP, ASP and F using the proposed algorithm to cluster for meeting speech are 86.47%, 93.19% and 89.31%, respectively, and the average cost time of speech whose length is one second is 0.38s, compared with the traditional algorithm, F improves 8.29%, runspeed is 12.13 times faster than latter.
Whether using XWLB speech or meeting speech for clustering speech, comparison with tradition algorithm, F of the proposed algorithm can be improved a little and F can be improved more for processing meeting speech. The primary reason is that GMM-UBM is built firstly in the proposed algorithm, the accuracy of the building model is relatively lower for short lengths, which influence the clustering affect, comparatively speaking, the tradition algorithm has less influence than the proposed algorithm for the segment length. The number of short speech segment in XWLB speech is more than that in meeting speech, so the improvement of the proposed algorithm is more obvious than traditional algorithm for processing meeting speech.
It can be seen that the differences between clustering sort and real speaker number are obvious from table IV and V, the primay reason is that spectral clustering is a unsupervise clustering method, and the clustering number is decised by eigen gap [11] , the method of determining the number of clusters has some differences with reality.
In order not to reduce F and reduce comoputation complex as much as possible, how the longest speech sample length influences the proposed algorithm is test in From table VI and VII, we can see that, when the length of the interception of speech is more, F bigger, and when the length reaches 30s, the clustering result is the same as all test speech segments joined .According to the result, when we calculate the clustering for long speech segments, we can intercept 30s speech as representative to cluster, which not only save runtime but also have little influence on the results. From table VI and VII, we also can see that, the results improve little when the length of interception speech is 30s and 20s for dealing with XWLB speech, however, for dealing with meeting speech, F of 30s can improve more than 20s, the primary reason is that the rate of the length over than 30s in meeting speech is more than that in XWLB speech.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an algorithm of speaker spectral clustering based on model distance. The proposed algorithm uses GMM-UBM-MAP to obtain adaptively model of every speech segment in the construction of the affinity matrix, the model, which is using adaptive model of every speech segment based on finite observation sequence, for the probability distance between the GMM of every speech segment is used to build affinity matrix, then the speakers are clustered. compared with the algorithm based on feature vector distance, F can improve 6.38%, the computation speed is about 11.72 times as much as the latter, which means that the proposed algorithm is more effective for speaker clustering. Finally, the length of test speech sample affecting clustering result is discussed in this paper, the length of test speech sample is longer, the clustering effect better, when the length reaches 30s, the clustering result is the same as all test speech segments joined .
